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You would have an utter anihilation of the whole system. Somebody

has got to determine, arid therefore the Marxist slogan and the introduction

of a thorough-going socialistic economy inevitably means a complete

dictatorship. That is what it is in Russia, and that is what it inevitably m

means. The only way it can be worked is for someone to say what x each one

needs, and for someone to say how much ability each one has. And that is

what the Russinas do.

The Russian' bureaucrats say what they need, and they want to live in a

state like people in the western nations can do. And some of them come rather

near it. But there is a very small group out of ,the whole nation.

WAnd they say what the rest of the nation needs axtx and maybe they

would like to give if they can, but they can't do it, because they have to

take what they've got. And the rest of the nation is near starvation. Even

a4nk)
the secretaries of t some of the top men. If you will read

I Chose Freedom and brings an account of his experiencetx there.

They decide what each needs, and how much ability each has.And when

smeone w else decides how much ability you have it is apt to draw out less

ability than you have, rather than more. It is a system of free enterprise

which will bring iEx out your ability. If there ever was a sanctified

group of people, I think it was the people who came to this country in

1621, the Pilgrim Fathers. The onces who established the beginning of

New England, here. And who esteablished the beginnings of xxx

religious freedom in this country. And those pilgrim fathers came here and

for three years they parcelled out the land, they said to each one, you

take this parcel of land, you work it the best you can, you turn in the result

and we will give each of you what you need. And they tried it for three

years. Arid at the en of three years, they sasfi, let's make a xagxx

change. They said, each one, we give you this land for next year. There is

a certain amount of rent you pay for it to the community, but yoxx what

you make over that is yours. And the production was nearly twice what it

was the year before, among people who were much more sancitified than any
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